WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING

ANIL
Perth, Australia

Don’t believe your eyes! There’s a bunch of animals out there disguised as other animals, braving their niches. This map of 100 disguises or “hides” hides 50 hiders. Hiders are easy enough to spot that I won’t give all the answers, just those for the quiz. Only hides that are not related to their hiders are used. No humans. No Latin names, but ten aren’t everyday words. All hiders are alive and intact, no beheadings like a camel hiding in a chameleon. Half-covered hiders like sea lion, b/ ass, f/ox count but fully hidden are more fun, like the cute little hippo tucked away inside a whippoorwill hide. Disclaimer: No animals were harmed in the making of this map.

I dedicate this effort to BUTHID, a scorpion (Buthus occitanus) whose name speaks for all hiders.

QUIZ  1) Which hider has the most hideaways and how many?
2) Which two hiders have the longest names?
3) Which hide hides a set of twins?
4) Which twenty-one of the hides are used by two hiders?
5) Which hide is used by three hiders?